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The film ‘’DEKHA JO PEHLI BAAR’’ is an unique love story rotates around the three college
mates Rahul, Anupama and Nilofar in a love triangle . It defines the philosophy of LOVE that
love is the gift of Deity. Love has no boundary.

It unites the two souls. In the very story of the film ‘’DEHA JO PEHLI BAAR’’ Rahul is a rogue
student in the college, who has no aim in his life. He always indulges in criminal activities, in lieu
of attending classes. Once an incidence takes place in the College premises, wherein one
fresher student Anupama slaps him. Rahul turns to slap her but after seeing Anupama, a
beautiful girl, he is fascinated by her and falls in love at the first sight. But on the contrary to it,
Anupama hates him due to his vicious unlawful act. Another girl, a college mate Nilofar comes
in his life. She loves him, but when she comes to know that Rahul loves Anupama, she
sacrifices her love and tries her best to unite Rahul and Anupama. She becomes the bridge
between the two. Will Rahul be able to get his love ? Will Neelofer be succeeded to unite Rahul
with Anupama ? Could Anupama feel the sentiments of Rahul? These are the questions to be
solved only after witnessing the film ‘’DEKHA JO PEHLI BAAR’’. This film gives message to the
audience that sport plays a vitol role in our love life, as the hero of this film turns into a tenis
player from a rogue boy and becomes a lover. Love gives strenth as well as confidence. Love is
peace, love is victory.
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Shahnawaz Khan

: Rahul Verma

Kanika Kotnala

: Anupama

Charu Asopa

: Neelofar

Himani Shivpuri

: Maa

Mushtaq Khan

: Baaz Bahadur

Sudesh Berry

: Principal

Shahbaaz Khan

: Principal

Aman Verma

: Abhay
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